
Single wire and two wire machine for marble and granite
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SINGLEWIRE JUPITER GS210
SINGLEWIRE JUPITER GS210



Pedrini SINGLEWIRE JUPITER GS210 performs single
cuts on marble, granite and natural stones blocks up
to 4200 mm long. It can be used both for squaring
and for cutting blocks into slabs.
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It works with a closed circuit diamond wire

and with various automation levels to better suit
each customer’s needs.
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SINGLEWIRE JUPITER GS210 is available in two main 

for high production blocks squaring able
to perform two simultaneous cuts.

The movable version displacement is carried out
by means of two movable supports applied on the base
of the columns, moving along tracks and ensuring
stability during the translation movement.

VERSIONI E COMBINAZIONI
VERSIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS
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monowire and movable monowire with 
motorized and rotating block carrier trolley.

and rotating block carrier trolley.

Movable monowire with blocks on the ground.
 

monowire machines with blocks on the ground.
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The machine structure is built in large thickness 
normalized steel work and it is made of two columns 

transversal beam.

The two big wheels driving the diamond wire are
housed in two proper compartments having
an ultralight openable structure.

The sturdy block carrier trolley moves on one track
with guided wheels and, upon request, it can be supplied 
with a motorized rotating table which allows to cut
the four sides without the need to move the block.

STRUTTURA
STRUCTURE
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All the parts have undergone structural checks
in accordance with FEM (Finite Element Method).

The structural component surfaces are protected
with three coats applied after sandblasting,
while the small parts have undergone

 



The big wheels with 2050 mm diameter are made of a lightweight
ray structure and are mounted on the two movable parts.

Two wire guide wheels with a lower diameter keep the wire
aligned to the cutting position.

Two wheels allow to mount the wire in an upper position
for cuts higher than 2000 mm.

All the wheels are covered with interchangeable rubber that

The movable parts are protected by an easily openable cover
which allows an easy access for the wire changing and for
the cleaning operation.
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DETTAGLI TECNICI
TECHNICAL DETAILS

2000 mm
2500 mm
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The driving wheel is driven by a belts/pulleys system
and by an inverter controlled motor to manage
the diamond wire peripheral speed.

The tensioning idle wheel is mounted on a movable 
support connected to a pneumatic piston which
controls and keeps the diamond wire tension during
the cutting operation.

The up and down movement, performed through
two vertical sliders, is controlled by the trapezoidal
screw system.
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COMPONENTI E DATI TECNICI
COMPONENTS AND TECHNICAL DATA

Carrello portablocchi
motorizzato

Motorized block
carrier trolley

Carrello portablocchi motorizzato
con tavola girevole

Motorized block carrier trolley
with rotating table

The general electric panel complete with control panel
is placed outside the cutting area and it is manufactured 
in compliance with IP54 standard to be protected against 
dust and water.

The control panel is equipped with all the necessary 
buttons for manual operation and with a PLC with

and control the working parameters.

The model with DTL (slabs cut device) can program
the required thickness sizes which will be



Dati Tecnici
Technical Data

UM GS210F1 GS210F1 - SM

Lunghezza massima di taglio
mm

Spazio disponibile per il passaggio del blocco
Available space for the transit of the block

mm

Altezza massima di taglio
mm

Diamond wire length
mm

Diametro massimo perla diamantata
mm

Diamond wire speed

Potenza motore principale
Main motor power

Potenza elettrica installata
Installed electrical power

Acqua di raffreddamento (press. min. 1,5 bar)
Cooling water (minimum pressure 1,5 bar)

Aria compressa (pressione minima 6 bar)
Compressed air (minimum pressure 6 bar)

Lunghezza macchina (L)
Machine length (L)

mm

Altezza macchina (H)
Machine height (H)

mm

Massa approssimativa

Dotazione macchina
Machine kit

Lunghezza coppia rotaie per carrello
Length of rail coupling for trolley

mm

Lunghezza coppia vie di corsa per scorrimento macchina
Length of the tracks for the transversal motion of the machine

mm

VARIANTI A RICHIESTA  /  OPTIONAL ON DEMAND

*VGS200 - KW30 Variante marmo potenza motore 30 kW  Variant for marble with 30 kW motor power

GS303 Carrello portablocchi motorizzato con tavola girevole  Motorized block carrier trolley with rotating table

GS305 Carrello portablocchi motorizzato  Motorized block carrier trolley

VGS200-DTL Dispositivo “taglio lastre”  
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Pictures, drawings and technical data are merely indicative and are not binding. 

All information and data set out in this document are and will be deemed,
for all purposes, to belong to Pedrini Spa ad Unico Socio and to strictly pertain 

Such information and data will be used by all persons to whom disclosure will 

the receiver of this document will not reproduce nor publish
the same nor any part thereof.
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